DriveRack

COMPLETE LOUDSPEAKER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Ideal applications:

LIVE/TOUR VENUES
HOUSES OF WORSHIP
PERFORMANCE VENUES

STEREO 2-WAY FOH W/AUX-FED SUBS + 2 ZONES OR DELAY FILLS
MONO 2-WAY FOH + 2 STAGE MONITORS

1 2
Zone or
Delay Fill

LEGEND
Analog Audio Connection
Ethernet Connection
Wi-Fi Signal
Zone or Delay Fill Signal

more flexibility.
more power.
more control.
The DriveRack VENU360 takes the dominant DriveRack 260, improved its features, and added more.

**Mobile Control**

Connect to the DriveRack VENU360 through your local network with your Android, iOS, Mac, or Windows device to customize the sound of your loudspeaker system or venue and EQ automatically in a matter of seconds using sine broadcasts of pink noise.

dbx took the dominant DriveRack 260, improved its features, and added more.

**The result?** The DriveRack VENU360. It provides all the processing and flexibility you need to balance your mix and protect your loudspeakers. The dbx VENU360 represents the first user-friendly loudspeaker management System with 24-bit/96KHz conversion and 32-bit internal floating-point processing. With the latest advancements in dbx's proprietary AutoEQ® and AFS™ algorithms, additional input channels, Ethernet control via an Android®, iOS®, Mac®, or Windows® device, and updated Wizards, the DriveRack VENU360 continues the DriveRack legacy of great-sounding, powerful, and affordable loudspeaker management processors, for a whole new generation.

**NEW IMPROVED WIZARDS AUTOMATE CONFIGURATION EXTREMELY ACCURATE, FAST, AND NON-INTRUSIVE AUTOMATIC EQ EXPERIENCE.**

Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally. The app lets you directly manipulate the Compressor, Graphic EQ, Parametric EQ, and amplifiers to optimize and protect your loudspeakers. The DriveRack VENU360 is subject to change at any time. Mobile device to customize the sound of your loudspeaker system or venue and EQ automatically in a matter of seconds using sine broadcasts of pink noise.

Nothing turns audiences away like annoying and potentially painful audio feedback. Fortunately, dbx engineers have revisited our already-stellar Advanced Feedback Suppression algorithm and added more. The DriveRack VENU360 continues the DriveRack legacy of great-sounding, powerful, and affordable loudspeaker management processors, for a whole new generation.

**POWERFUL & USER-FRIENDLY AUTOMATIC EQ EXPERIENCE.**

Updated Wizards make initial setup easy, whileWizarding Speaker Tunings and other Settings are up-to-date.

**User-friendly graphical interface.**

Mobile control is easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally. The app lets you directly manipulate the Compressor, Graphic EQ, Parametric EQ, and amplifiers to optimize and protect your loudspeakers. The DriveRack VENU360 is subject to change at any time. Mobile device to customize the sound of your loudspeaker system or venue and EQ automatically in a matter of seconds using sine broadcasts of pink noise.

**AVAILABLE INPUT PROCESSING:**

- **AFLS** (Advanced Feedback Suppression)
- 31 Band Graphic EQ
- 12-Band Parametric EQ (with narrow notch capabilities)
- dBx Compression
- Subharmonic Synthesis
- Bass Boost
- Noise Gate

**AVAILABLE OUTPUT PROCESSING:**

- Crossover supports full range up to mono 6-way systems
- 14 Band AudEQ (10 AudEQ bands, 4 user bands)
- dBx Compression
- Automatic Gain Control
- Subharmonic Synthesis
- Noise Gate

**INPUT / OUTPUT METERS WITH MUTES:**

These meters show signal level from your mixer and routed levels at the output of the OUTPUT meters show activity. MUTE buttons provided for each input and output.

**AUDIO INPUTS**

Connect your mixer outputs to these balanced XLR analog inputs. Connect your mixer outputs to these balanced XLR analog inputs. Connect your mixer outputs to these balanced XLR analog inputs.

**AUDIO OUTPUTS**

Configures your mixer outputs to these balanced XLR analog and AES digital inputs with support for LCR and aux feed for sub and amp tunings.

**Audio monitoring**

Connect your mixer outputs to these balanced XLR analog inputs. Connect your mixer outputs to these balanced XLR analog inputs. Connect your mixer outputs to these balanced XLR analog inputs.

**SPEAKER TUNINGS AND OTHER SETTINGS ARE UP-TO-DATE.**

**UPDATED WIZARDS MAKE INITIAL SET UP EASY, WHILE WIZARDING SPEAKER TUNINGS AND OTHER SETTINGS ARE UP-TO-DATE.**

**WiFi drove makes initial setup easy, while wizarding speaker tunings and other settings are up-to-date.**

**Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally.**

dbx took the dominant DriveRack 260, improved its features, and added more.

**NEW IMPROVED WIZARDS AUTOMATE CONFIGURATION EXTREMELY ACCURATE, FAST, AND NON-INTRUSIVE AUTOMATIC EQ EXPERIENCE.**

**POWERFUL & USER-FRIENDLY AUTOMATIC EQ EXPERIENCE.**

Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally. Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally. Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally. Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally. Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally. Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally. Wizard functions in the DriveRack VENU360 guide you through easy, step-by-step processes to help you get the most from your loudspeaker system so it sounds and performs optimally.